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‘It’s terrible to think that all I’ve suffered, and all the suffering I’ve caused, might have arisen from the lack of a little salt in my brain.’

— ROB E RT LOWE LL

The Brain and Bad Chemistry
A Molecule Away From Madness
By Sara Manning Peskin
Norton, 214 pages, $25.95
BY ADRIAN WOOLFSON

The
Sensory
Bestiary
Sentient
By Jackie Higgins
Atria, 308 pages, $28
BY DAVID P. BARASH
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HE EXPRESSION goes
“you are what you eat.”
Less well known but no
less true is “you are
what you perceive.”
Written by British writer and filmmaker Jackie Higgins, “Sentient:
How Animals Illuminate the Wonder
of Our Human Senses,” does exactly
what its subtitle promises. As difficult as it is to see ourselves as others
see us, it’s even harder to see the
world as other critters do. But it’s
worth our while to give it a try.
By examining the diverse perceptual
capacities of our fellow creatures,
“Sentient” leads us to perceive ourselves in a new, organic context.
Ms. Higgins braves the elements to
explore how our senses can be understood by learning from 12 of our fellow creatures, going underwater to
see what the peacock mantis shrimp
can tell us about our sense of color,
or the Goliath catfish about taste. In
the sky the shadowy, silent great gray
owl informs how we can think about
hearing; the vampire bat of Central
America conveys clues that help understand pain. On land, cheetahs give
lessons in balance and bloodhounds
on our sense of smell; under it, the
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N 1888, the last sane year of his life,
the oddball German philosopher
Friedrich Nietzsche sought respite
in Turin, a town he insisted had the
best ice cream and cafés, as well as
agreeable Alpine vistas. Had one encountered
him at the time, perhaps in a third-class
railway carriage, one would have observed
an unassuming, slight, excessively mustached,
well-mannered, penurious, middle-aged
insomniac professor with green-tinted
spectacles—often with a blanket draped
over his arm—and a predilection for lowsalt salami.
In conversation one would, in contrast,
find him charismatic, bombastic, egotistical,
uncompromising and espousing a provocative
and anti-rational philosophy that rejected the
foundational tenets of western civilization.
His relentlessly eccentric thoughts quivered
at the edge of normality, near the intellectual
hinterlands of chaos, where he formulated
his controversial and idiosyncratic perspective on human nature.
But on Jan. 3, 1889, he permanently exited
this fertile wilderness of quasi-rationality,
and after extravagantly embracing a horse
in the town square, descended precipitously
into madness. Although the exact diagnosis
remains uncertain, it is likely that these
events issued from his first—reportedly only
—experience of physical intimacy, in a brothel
while a student in Cologne. If this version of
events is correct, the hijacking of his mind
resulted from an invasion of his brain by
the helically shaped bacterium Treponema
pallidum, the causal agent of neurosyphilis.
While human minds may be undermined
by bacterial and other infections, the
molecular operations of this most fantastic
of all machines may also be usurped or
disrupted by a host of other pathological
processes. These include the missing
or imperfect products of faulty genes,
inappropriately formed or misbehaving
proteins, and the presence or absence of
a range of other molecules.
In “A Molecule Away From Madness,”
clinical neurologist Sara Manning Peskin
demonstrates the mind’s vulnerability to the
corrosive effects of this subset of aberrant
molecular processes. Ms. Peskin provides
the reader with an acute and evocative
demonstration of the fragility and
interchangeability of mental, emotional
and behavioral states, and shows how they
may be affected by the misbehavior of the
molecules defining them.
Despite tremendous advances in our
understanding of the molecular basis of
human diseases, the treatments of disorders of the brain and mind have failed
to attain the successes achieved in other
areas of medicine. Our ability to effectively
manage and cure most severe neurological
diseases has, as a result, barely changed
since they were first described. Ms. Peskin
articulates the frustration of being routinely
relegated to the role of passive observer
as her patients “slowly disappear,”

ECCE HOMO Nietzsche’s loss of sanity may have resulted from the causal agent of neurosyphilis.
leaving behind just the “husk of a person.”
The good news, she asserts, is that we
are approaching “the precipice of a molecular
breakthrough” in our comprehension of
neurological pathology. This raises the
possibility that our ability to treat various
mental and cognitive diseases will, before
long, “go the way of oncology,” recapitulating
the transformative advances achieved in the
treatment of cancer over the last decades.
In April 1872 the 22-year-old American
physician George Huntington described an
inherited disease involving progressive loss
of motor control, characterized by jerky
“choreiform” movements and accompanied by
an altered personality, psychiatric symptoms
and impaired cognitive function. The cases
appeared to originate from a single ancestral
individual, Jeffrey Francis, who emigrated
from England in 1634. Although we now
know that the disease is caused by abnormalities in a gene that produces a protein
called huntingtin, it has proved difficult to
translate this knowledge into a therapy which
might halt or reverse disease progression.
The effects of neurological diseases
propagate far beyond their immediate impact
on brain tissues. Ms. Peskin demonstrates
how a penumbra of psychopathology

star-nosed mole reveals things about
our sense of touch. And at the end of
the book, in an afterword, a 13th creature, the duck-billed platypus, paddles
through with an unexpected shock:
its bill helps it find food by sensing
electrical charges from its prey.
Each of the creatures she examines
in “Sentient,” says the author, offers a
different perspective on “how we
sense, even make sense, of the world”
and how these experiences add up
to being human.
A now-famous article by philosopher Thomas Nagel was titled
“What Is It Like to Be a
Bat?”—his conclusion, in
short, is that we don’t
know and likely never
will. To her credit, Ms.
Higgins doesn’t waste
her time or ours trying
to suggest what it is
like to be a spookfish,
an octopus, or a bartailed godwit. Rather,
she digs deeply into the
sensory capacities of
some of the world’s most
intriguing animals to better understand not only them, but the
biological miracle of our own perceptions, many of which turn out to
be surprisingly acute.
Quoting Leonardo’s observation
that the typical person “looks without seeing, listens without hearing,
touches without feeling, eats without
tasting . . . [and] inhales without
awareness of odor or fragrance,” Ms.
Higgins observes that “we are guilty
of underappreciating—and underestimating—our sensory powers; after
all, they circumscribe every waking
moment.” After reading “Sentience,”
you’d have to be uncommonly insensible not to appreciate your own

invariably envelops the families of individuals
with diseases like Huntington’s. She narrates
the experiences of a child whose mother,
wriggling and writhing “as if controlled by
a drunk puppeteer,” is slowly “swallowed
into an imaginary universe,” leaving her
unable to fulfill her maternal duties. After
being taken into care by social workers,

Human minds are intricate
machines that can be hijacked
by any number of molecular
processes, including the products
of misbehaving proteins.
the child eventually becomes homeless,
and then an addict. This personal tragedy is
subsequently compounded by the discovery
that she has inherited a copy of her mother’s
disease-causing gene. She is forced to
confront the realization that her body and
mind are a future train wreck, programmed
to self-destruct.
Another compelling example of how
defective molecules may hold entire

sensory powers even if, like most of
us, you’ve been experiencing a Covidgenerated, sensorily deprived life for
the last two years.
Nearly every chapter of “Sentience”
is enlivened with the author’s conversations with scientists who did the
groundbreaking work she explores: on
blood-meal sharing in vampire bats,
the exquisite touch sensitivity of those
star-nosed moles, and so on. The result is, well, illuminating. Courtesy of
“Sentience” and its tale of the deepsea spookfish, the only animal whose
eyes include a literal mirror, we learn
that our own night vision—which still
functions when ambient light is one
billion times dimmer than dayCAROLINE CHURCH

SEE-FOOD The spookfish has an
uncanny ability to detect light in
the ocean’s bathypelagic depths.
light—is no less admirable than that
of our abyssal cousins. In fact, the human eye can, on occasion, react to a
single photon!
“Sentience,” however, goes far
beyond “gee whiz” observations; it
provides the reader with a frequently

generations to ransom is found in a rare
familial form of early-onset Alzheimer’s
disease. First identified in Antioquia,
Colombia, birthplace of the drug lord and
narcoterrorist Pablo Escobar, and known
locally as la bobera de la familia, or “the
idiocy of the family,” this disease—mapping
to the gene presenilin 1—causes affected
individuals to undergo profound memory
loss as early as their 30s and 40s. It has
been traced to a European couple born in
Colombia in the mid-18th century.
As in classic, age-related Alzheimer’s
disease, the brains of affected individuals
are “riddled with tangles and plaques,”
the telltale signature of the disease. But
while age-related Alzheimer’s results from
the interplay of multiple genes—making
a cure elusive—the single-gene cause of
familial early-onset Alzheimer’s makes it
more amenable to therapeutic intervention.
It seems likely, however, that a new kind
of medicine will be necessary to address
complex genetic diseases such as classic
Alzheimer’s, where the molecular
abnormalities are multifarious.
Mental disorders that would previously
have resulted in patients being shipped off
to psychiatric wards have recently been
discovered to have addressable underlying
molecular causes. Ms. Peskin describes,
for example, how antibodies made by
our immune systems can turn against us,
targeting our own molecules. She recounts
the case of a woman with an ovarian tumor
that contained cells resembling the neurons
found in the brain. After she developed
antibodies to molecules known as NMDA
receptors on the surface of the tumor cells,
they also targeted NMDA receptors in her
brain, causing encephalitis. Fortunately, her
warped reality swiftly normalized once the
tumor was excised. Nowadays women who
develop antibodies to NMDA receptors are
routinely checked for ovarian tumors, which
are implicated in nearly half the cases.
The presence of neurotoxins such as
mercury, the curse of Victorian hatmakers,
and the absence of vitamins such as thiamine
and niacin caused by excessive alcohol intake
or the dietary deficiencies accompanying
poverty, may wreak a similar—but readily
reversible—type of havoc on mental
processes. Alcoholic patients with Korsakoff
syndrome confabulate as their memories are
progressively erased by thiamine deficiency,
which impairs the production of the
neurotransmitters essential for brain
function.
One can imagine a time when the obscure
mental calculus of the brain is stripped naked
and revealed in its totality. The molecular
chemistry of the human mind, including
such elusive constructs as love, curiosity,
and intellectual creativity, may be reduced
to the certainty of a new type of Periodic
Table. Perhaps then, when the threads
of mental rainbows have been unwoven,
we will begin to fully comprehend, at the
most fundamental level, the workings of
the invisible and magnificent effervescent
chemistry that underwrites human nature.
Mr. Woolfson is the author of “Life Without Genes” and “An Intelligent Person’s
Guide to Genetics.”

lyrical appreciation of our own
perceptions: “Whereas our cones
bring us bright, cloudless days arced
with rainbows, our rods give us
starless and forest-canopied nights.”
“Our brain weaves different sensations
into a coherent perceptual tapestry.
Our experience of a landscape is most
certainly seen, but it is also heard
and maybe even felt or smelled as a
breeze brushes skin and is caught on
the tide of a breath.”
Human beings have long appreciated and taken advantage of the sensitivities we share with other creatures. Consider pheromones, which
“have been found across the animal
kingdom, sending messages between
courting lobsters, alarmed aphids,
suckling rabbit pups, mound-building
termites, and trail-following ants.”
Acknowledging their potency,
long before our species knew
anything about their precise
biochemistry,
we
have
“dabbed our necks and
wrists with the oily yellow
secretion from the anal
glands of the civet cat, the
waxy pathological growth
from the intestines of sperm
whales, and extracts from the
anal glands of the beaver.”
Sometimes the author’s
focus is a pleasant surprise, as with her chapter
on the cheetah, which,
one might naively assume, will deal with the
animal’s remarkable speed. Instead we
learn about the cat’s sense of balance,
necessary if it is to keep up with its
prey’s rapid twists, turns and changes
of direction, and about the semicircular canals in our own inner ears,
without which walking on two feet
would be impossible. Ms. Higgins may

even have learned from the cheetah’s
ability to change direction: her chapter on the inborn sense of time begins,
unexpectedly, with a beautiful if
ghastly account of a spider, which
“crouches among the dead, motionless
at the center of her cobweb. She hides
within a woven column of eviscerated abdomens, decapitated thoraxes,

Learning from the great
gray owl about what
it is to hear, and from
the cheetah what it is to
have a sense of balance.
and stray legs. This graveyard of flies
caught, killed, carefully disassembled,
and then reassembled is how she
conceals herself. . . . She then distinguishes vibrations made by wind
from approaching male suitors or
those with more nutritional promise.”
But Ms. Higgins pivots to the more
poetic lessons of this trashline orbweaver, who rebuilds her web “from
scratch every night,” when an innate
nocturnal clock prompts her to wake
and work before sunrise.
Ms. Higgins’s most extraordinary
achievement in an extraordinary book
may be that in the course of her
investigations she seems to have
discovered a new sense: the sense
of how to write compelling popular
science.
Mr. Barash is an evolutionary
biologist and professor of psychology emeritus at the University
of Washington. His most recent
trade book is “Threats: Intimidation and its Discontents.”

